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things we've experienced years ago. What's
more, our past has a way of shaping who we are
today. It's amazing how one single dramatic
experience of rejection in childhood can last
through adulthood and forever alter our selfimage or how one bad decision in college can
overshadow the dreams of the future, even Godgiven dreams. Terri Savelle Foy knows that past
hurts (whether brought on by someone else or
our choice to sin) can undermine us. Raised a

Make Your Dreams Bigger Than Your
Memories-Terri Savelle Foy 2011-05-17 We all
have a past. We've all made mistakes and done
things we wish we hadn't done. We all wish we
could just push a "delete" button on some of the
choices we made yesterday and some of the
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church kid, she knew all about sin but made the
mistakes anyway. She learned firsthand that it's
not until we truly get a revelation of who we are
in Christ, and apply it to our lives, that our past
can be erased and our dreams become real
again. Terri shows how we can let go of our past,
change our self-image and confidently move into
a future with hope.

#FutureBoards-Sarah Centrella 2019-07-09
Learn to create the ultimate vision board to
actualize the life you want with this essential
guide! A #FutureBoard takes the idea of a vision
board one step further—it’s a true visual
representation of your desired future life. When
utilized correctly, it can be a great tool to help
you to turn your dreams into reality—and this
book shows you how to do exactly that.
#FutureBoards explains how to identify and
create your ideal future with intention, and
shows you step-by-step how to create a fabulous
board worthy of your wildest dreams and so you
can use it to upgrade your entire life. Get ready
to make the life you’re dreaming about a reality
with your very own #FutureBoard!

Dream It. Pin It. Live It.-Terri Savelle Foy
2019-09 When the vision is clear, the results will
appear. Clarity about your dreams is the single
most important step to success! In this book,
Terri Savelle Foy shares her journey of using
vision boards to accomplish great things and
shows how you can too. Discover how vision
boards work, what to do after you've made them,
and the hidden key to living your dreams. Find
out how you can open your imagination and have
that childlike faith to believe that anything is
possible, and turn your dreams into reality.
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Declutter Your Way to Success-Terri Savelle
Foy 2019-09 CLEAN UP AND CLEAN OUT If you
feel stuck or overwhelmed with the clutter
around you, there is hope! With her passion for
goals, success stories, and her practical teaching,
Terri Savelle Foy shows you how to organize your
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life. In Declutter Your Way to Success, you will
discover the practical and spiritual effects of
clutter and what to do about it, including: The
connection between organization and success
How clutter affects more than your home How to
overcome procrastination The seven habits of
excellence Experience the peace and promotion
that comes from a clutter-free home, mind, and
life.

mind for success through positive declarations
and become happier, healthier, and more
productive today!

Jesus Freaks-DC Talk 2020-10-27 You may think
of martyrs as those who gave their lives for the
faith in the early church. But today, Christians
around the world continue to stand boldly for
Christ despite ongoing persecution. These are
their stories. · Pastor Han--Stabbed to death by
North Korean agents for sharing the gospel with
North Koreans in China · Jean-Pierre Werner and
Rodé Groenewald--Killed in a Taliban attack on
their home in Afghanistan · Fatima Al-Mutairi-Killed by her brother after becoming a Christian
in Saudi Arabia · Habila--Survived being shot in
the face by Boko Haram militants after refusing
to renounce Christ Persecution has always
accompanied followers of Jesus, who invited His
followers to come and die. Some were jeered at,
and their backs were cut open with whips. Others
were chained in prisons. Some died by stoning,
some were sawed in half, and others were killed

Pep Talk-Terri Savelle Foy 2019-09 The purpose
of a pep talk is to make someone feel more
confident, courageous, and enthusiastic. We all
need a pep talk everyday! Terri Savelle Foy
reveals how giving yourself a pep talk
consistently and intentionally is key to achieving
your dreams. Why? Because your words are
powerful and the words you speak about yourself
are even more powerful. Discover what to say
from God's Word about your future dreams and
goals. Use the sample declarations, including
Terri's personal daily pep talk, to unlock your
potential and rise to new levels. Program your
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with the sword. Some went about wearing skins
of sheep and goats, destitute and oppressed and
mistreated. They were too good for this world,
wandering over deserts and mountains, hiding in
caves and holes in the ground. --Hebrews
11:36-38 Faithful Christians around the world
are still suffering and dying for the name of
Christ. Their stories inspire and encourage each
of us to follow Christ, no matter the cost.

Importing Faith-Glyn J. Ackerley 2016-07-28
Many twenty-first-century evangelical
charismatics in Britain are looking for a faith that
works. They want to experience the miraculous
in terms of healings and Godsent financial
provision. Many have left the mainstream
churches to join independentcharismatic
churches led by those who are perceived to have
special insights and to teach principles that will
help believers experience the miraculous. But all
is not rosy in this promised paradise, and when
people are not healed or they remain poor they
are often told that it is because they did not have
enough faith. This study discovers the origin of
the principles that are taught by some
charismatic leaders. Glyn Ackerley identifies
them as the same ideas that are taught by the
positive confession, health, wealth, and
prosperity movement, originating in the United
States. The origins of the ideas are traced back
to New Thought metaphysics and its background
philosophies of subjective idealism and
pragmatism. These principles were imported into
the UK through contact between British leaders

If Satan Can't Steal Your Joy---Jerry Savelle
2002 First published in 1982, If Satan Can't Steal
Your Joy has sold more than 225,000 copies! Now
with a fresh new design, this book brings to light
what the Bible declares -- that there is
unspeakable joy for the believer. Worldrenowned author and teacher, Jerry Savelle
shares the secrets to obtaining and maintaining
joy. It is in maintaining your joy that readers will
find strength. No matter what Satan may try to
steal, if he can't steal your joy, he can't win!
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and those influenced by American word of faith
teachers. Glyn Ackerley explains the
persuasiveness of such teachers by examining
case studies, suggesting their miracles may well
have socialand psychological explanations rather
than divine origins.

says, "You are holy." The Law condemns. Grace
redeems. The Law kills. Grace gives life. The Law
brings the curse. Grace brings the blessing. The
Law reveals sin. Grace forgives sin. The Law was
written on tablets of stone. Grace is written on
the tablet of our hearts. The Law brought
bondage. Grace brought freedom. Law is what
you do. Grace is what Christ has done. Dr.
Maureen Anderson takes you through an indepth study of the life of grace. It's a life of the
New Covenant of what Christ has already done
and given to us through the death, burial and
resurrection. It's a revealer of God's heart for all
people. She shares numerous life-impacting
personal testimonies she experienced as she
received the revelations of grace that have
brought her into the "fullness of His grace," a
place where God wants all of His children to live.
From the fullness of His grace, we have all
received one blessing after another. (John 1:16
NIV84)

Called to Battle Destined to Win-Jerry Savelle
2010-10-26 This book is a training manual for
Christian soldiers, motivating believers to not
give up and encouraging them that God's Word is
true when it claims that He will come through for
them as long as they do not quit. Dr. Jerry
Savelle, who admits that he was once a quitter
himself, writes candidly about his own
experiences and challenges God's army to stand
on the Word of God until victory is achieved.

God's Grace Fuels My Passion-Maureen
Anderson 2017-03-31 The Law denies. Grace
gives. The Law says, "Do." Grace says,
"Done."The Law says, "Work to be holy." Grace
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grace of God is often referred to as unmerited
favor. In fact, the very meaning of grace is favor.
In this extraordinary book written at a time when
people need God's favor more than ever, Jerry
Savelle shows how the favor of God is not only
available to the believer, but also promised.
Drawing from his own experience and his deep
knowledge of the Scriptures, Dr. Savelle explains
how to actively walk and grow in divine favor,
and by doing so enjoy the practical as well as the
supernatural benefits for such a time as this,
when many are living in fear and uncertainty.
The Favor of God will not just inspire readers. By
God's grace and favor, it will empower them.

cannot allow what we see happening today to
limit what we can imagine God doing for us
supernaturally in our lives. Within the pages of
this book, you will be inspired and encouraged
to: Imagine your future Make a dream book
Assign time daily to review your dreams Get your
goals in place Initiate action now Nullify
negativity Express gratitude Be led by your Godgiven desires Invest in your dreams Get your
expectancy high IMAGINE BIG will show you
how to turn the what "ifs" into what "is". Today
can be the beginning of everything God wants
you to be and do!

Prayer of Petition-Jerry Savelle 2011-02-10
When God's people pray, they want answers. Yet
many Christians don't know how to pray both
effectively--in a way that gets results--and
humbly--in a way that aligns with God's will.
Prayer is a powerful weapon against the true
adversaries of God's people: principalities,
powers, dark rulers, and spiritual wickedness in
high places. These forces are the perpetrators of

Storm Over Coronado-

Imagine Big-Terri Savelle Foy 2013-03-15 In
today's world, it can be difficult to envision a
future that is successful, purposeful, prosperous,
stable, meaningful and even lucrative. However,
as Terri Savelle Foy shares in IMAGINE BIG, we
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all kinds of evil: addiction, abuse, poverty, and
spiritual bondage run rampant through families,
churches, cities, and nations. What can believers
do to battle these forces? They can pray. Not just
any prayer, but the prayer of petition, known
throughout Christian history as the prayer that
gets results. Prayer of Petition explores this
powerful prayer in detail, from the many
examples found in God's Word to more recent
instances of incredible miracles ushered in by
this prayer. Readers will learn the biblical
definitions of petition and supplication and
examine the key components of preparation,
thanksgiving, and humility. As readers learn to
petition the Ruler of All, their confidence that
God will prevail--no matter what--will grow. As
they learn to rest in His promises, peace will
reign over their hearts through the coming
revival.

restorations.

You Have It In You!-Sheryl Brady 2013-07-02
Offers guidance to reveal your hidden talents,
abilities and gifts that are waiting to be
discovered in yourself.

Turning Your Adversity Into Victory-Jerry
Savelle 1994 Savelle writes about God's plan for
us, how we can stay focused on what God has for
us and how we should prepare ourselves to allow
Him to move mightily on our behalf.

Honoring Your Heritage of Faith-Jerry Savelle
1994-09

Woman, Thou Art Loosed!-T. D. Jakes
2011-07-28 Let your heart be warmed as the oil
of T.D. Jakes' teaching flows from your mind to
your spirit. The balm in this book will soothe all

From Devastation to Restoration-Jerry Savelle
1998 Evangelist Jerry Savelle discusses the path
of turning life's devastating situations into
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manner of traumas, tragedies, and
disappointments. For the single parent and the
battered wife, for the abused girl and the
insecure woman, there is a cure for the crisis! In
this soft word for the sensitive ear, there is a
deep cleansing for those inaccessible areas of the
feminine heart. This book will help to fight back
the infections of life. Woman, Thou Art Loosed!
will break the bands off the neck of every woman
who dares to read it!

from motivation to inspiration to action. Be
prepared to work! In this book, you write the
ending. Read fascinating anecdotes, stories,
personal revelations; practice the meditations,
self-assessment exercises, affirmations, and keep
track in your journal as you discover the power of
your potential and begin to soar. Learn how to
Choose your attitude and transform your life
Practice positive affirmations to overcome selfdoubt Radiate confidence as you discover the
power of purpose Use language to help shape
your thoughts Achieve what you truly want from
life Maximize your creative potential. Find
success with dignity. Deal with personal crises.
Discover your answers in the book that will
forever change the way you feel about your work,
your dreams, and yourself, as it helps put your
own personal powers to work.

Why God Wants You to Prosper-Jerry Savelle
2014-03-20

Even Eagles Need a Push-David McNally
2014-11-12 Discover your strengths, live your
dreams! Let go of fear. Discover your true sense
of purpose. Live the life you've only imagined!
Why does the thrill of soaring begin with the fear
of falling? How can you overcome that fear and
dare to live? Let David McNally lead you on an
extraordinary journey of discovery that takes you
terri-savelle-foy-wikipedia

Sleep Smarter-Shawn Stevenson 2016-09-06
Shawn Stevenson is a health expert with a
background in biology and kinesiology who has
helped thousands of people worldwide to improve
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their health, through his private work as well as
his #1 Nutrition and Fitness podcast on iTunes.
In his work, Shawn brings a well-rounded
perspective to the perennial question: how can
we feel better? In investigating complex health
issues such as weight loss, chronic fatigue and
hormone imbalance, Shawn realised that many
health problems start with one criminally
overlooked aspect of our routine - sleep. In Sleep
Smarter Shawn explores the little-known and
even less-appreciated facts about sleep's
influence on every part of our life. Backed by the
latest scientific research and packed with
personal anecdotes and tips from leaders in the
field of sleep research, this book depicts the
dangers of insufficient sleep - from weight
retention to memory loss to bad sex to increased
risk of disease. In his clear, personable and
relatable style Shawn offers 21 simple,
immediately applicable ways for readers to take
their well-being into their own hands and
improve their sleep now
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The God of the Breakthrough Will Visit Your
House-Jerry Savelle 2018-08

Love Your Life-Victoria Osteen 2012-12-11 In an
age when the pressures of the modern family are
often complicated with the pressures of the
modern world, many women are struggling to
strike a balance between a wide variety of issues.
From their own careers to their kids' schooling to
matters of faith and health, women are juggling
many roles that do not always go hand in hand.
In Love Your Life, Victoria Osteen speaks directly
to women and gives them a pathway to
understanding the great responsibility, and how
to learn to embrace its beautiful choices. She
believes that you must teach yourself the
principles of self-love in order to be able to pass
them on. Osteen speaks nearly every week about
the role of women to the large congregation that
makes up the Lakewood Church in Texas. The
book will be a powerful tool for all women to help
them to better savour their lives and enjoy their
family, their friends and themselves.
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administrations. Judicial Watch is the group that
helped impeach Bill Clinton and took the Bush
White House secrecy all the way up to the
Supreme Court. Since the beginning of the
Obama administration, this grassroots group has
filed over 700 open records demands and dozens
of lawsuits, including a successful fight over the
secret Obama White House visitor logs.
Americans are rightly worried they are losing
their country. How did five Congressional
committees miss the smoking gun on Benghazi?
How did Hillary Clinton keep a secret email
server quiet for years? Does the IRS audit you
because of your politics? Did the first American
target of Obama’s drone program work for the
US government? How did Congress commit fraud
to get Obamacare taxpayer subsidies? In Clean
House, Tom Fitton answers these questions and
provides shocking evidence of the corruption
endemic to the Obama White House.

My Personal Dreams and Goals-Terri Savelle
Foy 2010-08-15

In the Footsteps of a Prophet-Jerry Savelle
1999-01-01

Clean House-Tom Fitton 2016-08-30 From the
New York Times bestselling author of The
Corruption Chronicles comes a devastating
expose of the scandals of Obama's second term.
Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton reveals what
the largest watchdog agency in America has
uncovered in its battles against Obama secrecy.
Clean House takes us through incriminating
documents from the attack in Benghazi, Hillary
Clinton’s secret emails, the IRS scandal, and the
Obamacare swindle. As the president of Judicial
Watch, America’s largest non-partisan
government watchdog, Tom Fitton has
investigated the Clinton, Bush, and Obama
terri-savelle-foy-wikipedia
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comparison and competition. We have an enemy
assaulting our mind, will, and emotions in the
hope that we'll turn on ourselves and each other.
It's a cycle that isolates us from intimate
connections, creates confusion about our
identity, and limits our purpose. In Without Rival,
bestselling author Lisa Bevere shares how a
revelation of God's love breaks these limits. You'll
learn how to stop seeing others as rivals and
make the deep connections with your Creator
you long for--connections that hold the promise
of true identity and intimacy. With biblically
sound teaching filled with prophetic insight for
our day, Lisa uses humor and passion to
challenge you to · Flip rivalry so it brings out the
best in you · Stop hiding from conversations you
need to be a part of · Answer the argument that
says women are unfit, easily deceived, and
gullible · Dismantle gender rivalry and work with
the men in your life It's time to step forward to
live a life without rival.

Die Empty-Todd Henry 2015-04 "Most of us live
with the stubborn idea that we'll always have
tomorrow. But sooner or later all of our
tomorrows will run out. Each day that you
postpone the hard work and succumb to the
clutter that chokes creativity, discipline, and
innovation will result in a net deficit to the world,
to your company, and to yourself. Die Empty is a
tool for individuals and companies that aren't
willing to put off their best work. Todd Henry
explains the forces that keep people in stagnation
and introduces a three-part process for tapping
into your passion: Excavate: Find the bedrock of
your work to discover what drives you. Cultivate:
Learn how to develop the curiosity, humility, and
persistence that save you from getting stuck in
ruts. Resonate: Learn how your unique brilliance
can inspire others"--

Without Rival-Lisa Bevere 2016-08-16 Now a
New York Times bestseller! There is a reason we
look at others as rivals and limit ourselves to
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2017-10-30 Fantasies can come true. But they
might kill you. Spencer Moretti knows what she
wants-a spot on one of the big radio networks
with her own interview show, and she's
determined to get it. She has a knack for getting
musicians to relax and blurt out things that make
their agents clutch their heads whenever she
interviews bands on the top rated radio station in
New Orleans. When she's thrown-literally-into
close proximity to Geoff Lane, she hears him
utter a closely guarded secret that can shoot her
right up to a network contract. If she can get him
to let her interview him about it, that is. The
former lead guitarist for Axis certainly didn't
intend to reveal anything about his top secret
project, but the fact that he's leaking his plans to
a successful radio announcer flies right out of his
head. That Cheshire Cat smile on her lips kinda
makes him want to tell her anything she wants to
hear. Once they're alone, though, things go
sideways, and Spencer leaves without her
interview and with her illusions shattered about a
man she'd always admired. Even though they
ended on a bad note, Geoff can't get Spencer out
terri-savelle-foy-wikipedia

of his mind, and returns to New Orleans to try to
make things right. But someone doesn't want him
anywhere near her, and they're going to great
lengths to scare Geoff off. When it becomes clear
Spencer's being stalked by a madman, can Geoff
protect her, or will the killer silence her forever?

5 Things Successful People Do Before 8
A.M.-TERRI. SAVELLE FOY 2019-09 Are you in a
rut repeating the same story year after year?
Have you got big dreams for your life but don't
know where to start? Have you tried to adapt
good habits in the past only to fall back time and
time again? In 5 Things Successful People Do
Before 8 a.m., you will get the insights,
encouragement, and practical steps needed to
create a powerful, life-changing daily routine.
Terri Savelle Foy shares with you the habits of
successful people as well as her own personal
habits that took her from a mundane,
undisciplined life to living a life filled with
purpose, self-discipline and God-given success.
This book will help you: * Seize each day by
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taking control of your mornings. * Become aware
of (and change) your bad habits. * Establish
realistic habits that will revolutionize your life. *
Understand how to harness the power of selfdiscipline. * Discover your purpose so you stay
driven. When you change your daily routine, you
can change your life.

paradigm that will impact every area of a
woman's self identity, spiritual awareness,
relationships, and life vision and mission. Long
known for her passionate and articulate
expression of biblical womanhood, Bevere
presents fresh imagery--as enticing and strong as
polished steel--to prepare women boldly for the
challenges they face in today's world. It's not
enough to just be wise and strong: Now a woman
must know how to wield her sword. Creatively
forging the imagery of swords, the Word of God,
and the Cross, Girls with Swords will teach you: •
How to speak the language of heaven on earth •
What it means to intercede • What it means to
carry your cross • What it means to be
discerning • How to disarm the enemy • Why
women are the enemy’s target—and why God
needs them to be heroes It’s time to take up your
sword and be a hero.

Girls with Swords-Lisa Bevere 2013-02-12
When women understand how God has
empowered them, they can "wield the sword" of
feminine strength against any evil that threatens
them and those they love. What if you discovered
you have been entrusted with an invisible,
invincible, and incorruptible weapon? Would you
use it? In a day of worldwide trafficking,
gendercide, discrimination, and other hostility
against women, Lisa Bevere points to a biblical
foundation to present a model of feminine
strength that will empower women to live
confidently. Drawing on the many references to
swords throughout Scripture, the author
constructs a revealing and compelling female
terri-savelle-foy-wikipedia

Lioness Arising-Lisa Bevere 2011-09-06 These
people rise up like a lioness; like a majestic lion
they stand. --Numbers 23:24 The lioness rises
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from her slumber, a magnificent image of
strength, passion, and beauty. Her mere
presence commands the landscape, protects her
young, and empowers the lion. In groups,
lionesses become a creative and strategic force
to be reckoned with, acting as one to change the
world around them. You too are a lioness.
Women, it's time to... AWAKEN... God did not
save you to tame you. AWAKEN... to a life of
fierce passion. AWAKEN... To dangerous prayer,
stunning power, and teamed purpose.
AWAKEN... Your response could very well
change your world. Packed with remarkable
insights from nature and a rich depth of biblical
references to lionesses, Lioness Arising is a call
for women to rise up in strength and numbers to
change their world. Jesus is, after all, the lion of
the Tribe of Judah. And we are his lioness arising.

stick of their worth? With the truths of this book
in place, Christian women can remove the veil,
find new freedom, and claim God as the Lord of
their futures.

Kissed the Girls and Made Them Cry-Lisa
Bevere 2002-04-14 How far can I go? It's the
question of a generation wanting straight
answers. Often the very questions we ask reveal
our hearts better than anything else. In Kissed
the Girls and Made Them Cry, Lisa Bevere
tackles these tough issues by moving us from
rules to relationship. There is no question we
need a renewal of purity, but what we're doing is
not working. How far can you go? Ask yourself:
What do you ultimately want? Immediate and
temporary gratification that wanes with the
passage of time? Or passion and exclusive
intimacy that endures and intensifies? God wants
to move us beyond the restraint of the law (which
arouses sin) and plant us into a garden of longing
-- where our sexuality and passion is carefully
guarded and cultivated until the time for its

The True Measure of a Woman-Lisa Bevere
2007 This re-released book deals with two basic
questions: How do women fit in or relate to the
world around them, and what is the measuring
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awakening. This is a book for every daughter in
waiting and every woman who has never known
desire in her life and marriage.

2019-09-23 As he entered the fall of his life, Gary
Hensel started writing notes to a younger version
of himself. The notes are simple pieces of wisdom
from a life well lived. These are thoughts he
wanted the boy he was, to know, be the mentor
he did not have.

Deal With It! Workbook-Paula White
2005-04-13 Paula White takes women from all
walks of life on a spiritual journey and shows
them how to deal with life's issues and to
replenish themselves with God's joy and
strength. Charismatic in application this
workbook will deal with the issue of "It's not who
you are" but rather "Whose you are that counts."
Deal with It! Workbook allows the articipant to
come to a deeper knowledge of themselves
through the study of 10 Biblical women.

Godly Wisdom for Prosperity-Jerry Savelle
1981-07

It Works! The Famous Little Red Book that
Makes Your Dreams Come True...-R. H. Jarret
2021

Notes to a Younger Me-Gary Hensel
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